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Presidents Message 

Time snuck up behind me once 
again, and I am late getting out this 
issue of HIA’s newsletter again. 
Those of you receiving it via US 
Mail will probably be reading it 
after our next meeting. My 
apologies. We held our first meeting 
at our new home, Halethorpe-Relay 
United Methodist Church, and it 
was well attended. Rev. Lys and 
everyone else have been so 
welcoming and hospitable. 
Unfortunately the weather that day 
was teetering right on the threshold 
of forecasting it accurately. It has 
been an unofficial practice for HIA 
to cancel the meetings if Balto. Co. 
shut down their evening activities, 
but I made the call around noon that 
day to                                                                                                               

continue with the meeting. Balto. 
Co. did cancel their evening 
activities not long after that, but we 
held the meeting anyway. Some 
objection was raised over this 
decision. Precautions were taken, 
and we pre-salted the sidewalks 
leading up to the hall entrance, and 
Joe stood outside sentry on the front 
porch for anyone needing 
assistance. The meeting was well 
attended and we talked informally 
about lots of neighborhood stuff. I 
felt there were enough members in 
attendance to take opinion on what 
policy would be best for HIA in the 
future when faced with questionable 
weather. Just about all were in favor 
of keeping meetings scheduled 
regardless of Balto. Co.’s decision. 
Each person has the ability to make 
a personal decision to attend or not 
attend based on their level of risk. 
To reschedule a meeting is very 
difficult, and cancelling altogether is 
probably the best option if the 
weather is definitely too bad for 
anyone to step outside. A lot of 
planning goes into a meeting, and it 
would have been a shame to cancel 
this past one due to a questionable 
forecast. With today’s level of 
communications HIA can reach 
most of it’s members at near real-
time to let them know if the 
meetings are on or not. 

The UMBC OCA Mocha speakers 
had to cancel the day before the 
January meeting due to unexpected 
school activities, but they 
rescheduled to speak at our March 
meeting. The meeting was the safest 
place to be in all of Baltimore, 
because Ofc. Warehime brought an 
entourage of police with him. At 
first I thought they had finally 
caught up with me, and this was it, 
but apparently not yet. I didn’t leave 
with them. Along with him was Sgt. 
Harpster from the Community 

Outreach Team, and from the 
Traffic Management Div. was Cpl. 
Quattrochi, and Ofc. 
Kummerlowe. Ofc. Warehime gave 
some stats on local crime, but the 
good news was there wasn’t much 
to report. Sgt. Harpster was proud to 
announce that crime had decreased 
in Wilkens Precinct. In fact, 
Precinct 1 was the only precinct in 
Balto. Co. to earn the bragging 
rights that they were the only one to 
report a decrease in crimes rather 
than an increase as all others did. 
Cpl. Quattrochi explained that 
Traffic Management handles issues 
such as speeding motorists and 
abandoned and untagged vehicles. 
He said that each precinct handles 
their own Traffic Management 
Team which cleared up a 
misunderstanding that all these 
duties came out of Towson alone. 
For officer Kummerlowe, the 
meeting was a bit of a homecoming, 
because he grew up and lived here 
in Halethorpe just a few blocks from 
where he was standing. He 
announced an upcoming event he 
heads up called Paws for a Cause 
combining pups and police. He has 
a passion for dogs and policing. 
Each police rep. fielded questions 
from the membership.  In a follow 
up correspondence with Ofc. 
Kummerlowe he wrote:             
“Most people do not know but I 

actually grew up in Halethorpe 

where I resided on Mayfield Ave. I 

attended local public schools and 

about 2 years ago I moved out of 

the area. It’s because of my roots 

that I have a strong passion and 

connection to the Halethorpe and 

Arbutus Communities. With that 

said, hopefully one day I can work 

as a Community Outreach Officer.”  
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Bit of Halethorpe History from 
Charles Kokoski 

In a recent email exchange Charles 

recounted various places HIA held 

their meetings. He wrote: “I can't 

recall exactly when without 

searching old files, but before we 

held meetings at Halethorpe 

Methodist Church a long time ago, 

we held them in the old rectory of 

the Ascension Church.  Joe Kinsey 

was active throughout all this time 

and served as president for a 

number of them.  The old files of the 

HIA should have that info.  Joe 

Kinsey was president when we 

moved to the Good Shepherd 

Center.” 

 
 

 
 
 
Spring brings new life. The Italians 
call it ‘ Primavera’ literally 

translated first life.        

                      
The real flowers are coming up right 
next to Diane’s almost real flowers 
and crowding them out of the way, 
so Diane will probably give some of 
them a vacation for the summer. So 
speaking of flowers and gardens, 
let’s showcase some of Diane and 
Kris Koelbel’s outdoor garden 
creations in the neighborhood.

Choo Choo  

 
 
 

 
Waelchli Wall 

 
 

 
Waelchli Wall 

 
 

 
Oregon Ave 

Their work is always noticed and it 
jumps out at everyone passing by, 
but lots of other not so glorious and 
not stand-out noticeable grounds 

work is being done in the 
neighborhood too. Most is being 
done by volunteers or our stipend 
helper, but some we asked for help 
on.  

  
The Cub Scouts from Halethorpe  
Pack 764 at Halethorpe/Relay 
UMC and the Girl Scouts Service 
Unit no.51 partnered with the 
Patapsco Heritage Greenway and 
did a stream cleanup in the area last 

month. Great job. 

 
Herberts Run 
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Grass Mowing 

Halethorpe is extremely lucky to 
have a dedicated volunteer grass 
mowing group of guys. Without 
even giving them a call they all 
came out at different places and 
times to take on their regular places 
again this year. Jim Napier can be 
seen on the Carville/ Oregon Ave.. 
And that ain’t easy terrain folks. Jim 
uses a ramp to get the mower up and 
down the numerous curbs involved 
with mowing this area. It’s not easy 
on his mower either. He often jumps 
over to the 1st Ave. park bench area 
too and places you can’t see from 
the street.  

 
The bad boys from Benson Ave. 
showed up without revelry as well. 
Frank Simmonds and John 
Merson drive from way down 
Benson Ave. all the way to Waelchli 
and Potomac Ave. to mow nearly 
the entire stretch from Waelchi 
gardens to Ascension Church. Dave 
Dare and Mike McAuliffe fill in 
the gaps where it’s too steep or too 
tight for a riding mower. Joe helps 
out tremendously by mowing over 
the Poison Ivy patches along the 
way. He’s not allergic to Poison 
Ivy…I think. I never really asked 

him� Shhhhh! 

Ken Daniels is at it already mowing 
edging and trimming at 
Halethorpe’s flagpole park area. 

Danny Coolahan can be seen down 
on Oregon Ave. at the lot abutting I-
95 mowing with his 22” push 
mower in his shorts and tennis shoes 
accessorized with a set of red 
earmuffs and Foster Grants.  

Sandy Connally hits up the areas at 
the western side of the Francis Ave. 
bridge. And Mr. Zinkand is back at 
it on the pine stubbed lot on the 
Arbutus side of Selma Ave. He’s 
been doing that since those trees 
were saplings.

 
  

Thicket Thinning  

The I-95 hillsides on Oregon Ave. 
and Carville Ave. create a rather 
uncomfortable feeling to pedestrians 
when they become overgrown with 
thicket and thorns, so we thought it 
would be a good idea to thin it out 
like the State Highways recently 
adopted practices. You have 
probably seen this as you’re driving 
around the Beltway or down any 
Maryland highway. The idea is to 
leave mature to semi-mature trees 
alone, but to mow down anything in 
between them that promotes vine 
growth that would eventually 
suffocate them, therefore hindering 
any tree canopy effect. Many of the 
trees have suffered this damage 
already, but after pulling the 
existing vines and ivy off the trees 
they can recover rather quickly. This 

has been proven with the success we 
have had on Potomac Ave. over the 
past 7 years. 
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Thanks…goes out to the 2 

men living on Carville Ave. who 
came out last Saturday and spruced 
up these garden steps and added the 
border. Again, 2 random volunteers 
quietly jumping in to help the 
neighborhood. I never did get their 
names, but glad to know ‘em.

 

 

Traffic Islands 
This is our toughest spot to 
maintain. Between drunk, drugged 
and distracted drivers this island 

takes a beating. The soil is poor and 
the salt trucks do a doozy on the dirt 
in the winter. But we’re giving it 
another try. Bill Carter has some 
multiplying cone flowers taking 
over his garden, so he dug some up 
and transplanted them in the island. 
He says nothing can kill them 
except a drought. I’m hoping one of 
the nearby neighbor’s reads my plea 
to spray their hose onto them once 
in a while. Thanks a lot Bill. Glad 
you didn’t get run over doing this 
job. We can’t afford to lose any 
volunteers.

after 

 

Public Works 
It gets grubby under the I-95 bridges 
on Carville and Oregon Ave. The 
drainage is terribly poor, and the 
leaves cake up in the gutters. 
Thinking it may take a month or 
more to get one of the county’s new  
street sweeper trucks out there, we 
requested a sweep and storm drain 
clearing there so it would look really 
nice for the July 4th Parade. Man, 
the Balto. Co. Highways crews were 
out there within a few days and did 
a stupendous job. Nary a gum 
wrapper or leaf was left behind.
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Thanks Co. Highways for picking 
up all this junk we collected on the 
roadside.

 
 

 
 
 



 

Annual 
Community 
Clean up 
Day 
Sat. June 2nd 
 
The annual event is very popular 
with the community and HIA in 
conjunction with Balto. Co. are 
proud to host it again this year. 
Carol Mox has been single handedly 
been heading this event for years 
now, and it gets tougher every year. 
Her and County Council 1 Aide Pete 
Kriscumas had to pull more strings 
than a puppeteer and jump through 
more hoops than a circus dog to get 
these dumpsters, so please take 
advantage of them by cleaning out 
your yard. Yeah, we know you want 
to save those chrome rims from your 
’72 Chevy Camaro, but they ain’t, 
gonna look right on your Prius or 
mini-van, so just put them in the 
dumpster and let the recycler grind 
them up and let them be turned into 
a grill or washing machine. Come 
on you can do it. 

 
 
Carol is looking for help on that 
day, so please do not hesitate to call 
her. 410-971-9455. See the attached 
flyer for more info.  
 
  

OCA Mocha 
was scheduled to speak at our 
March meeting, but a snag in 
scheduling prevented them from 
making it. We didn’t ask for details, 

but we have to assume they were 

studying for the big exam�   
Anyway, they rescheduled to speak 
at our May meeting. A group of 
students were doing some 
construction work at the coffee shop 
this past week when Mike 
McAuliffe stopped in to see the 
progress. Here’s a photo with 
UMBC Transportation Director , 
Joe Regier, and Betina Tebo, GABA 
president, posing for a shot after the 
day’s work was done.

  
courtesy of Joe Regier  

 
 

Halethorpe 
Improvement 
Association 
facebook page  

HIA created a 
‘closed group’ facebook group 
about 3months ago and 24 HIA 
members have signed on so far. The 
group is open only to HIA members. 
Look us up on facebook and join the 
discussion. 

 

Political Candidate Meet & 
Greet 
HIA has been contacted a good few 
times by political candidates looking 
for some time to speak at an HIA 
meeting. Being a 501(c)3, HIA has 
to remain bi-partisan, so to be fair to 
each candidate HIA president 
Michael McAuliffe suggested at the 
March meeting that HIA host a 
political forum, and a unanimous 
agreement by the membership set it 

in motion. This event has not been 
set as of yet. Michael has done 
much research as far as venue size, 
location, capacity, availability, and 
pricing, and all the data was 
presented to the HIA Board for 
review. The Board could not come 
to an agreement on several issues, 
and the process has come to a halt. 
Hopefully the HIA May General 
Meeting consisting of the entire 
membership can hash out some of 
the Board’s differences and get this 
thing back on the road. If you feel 
like you may want to head up this 
event or help organize it please 
speak up.  

 
Good Shepherd Center 

 Michael called Sister Mary Carol 
for an update on the sale of GSC. To 
date 4 sisters are still residing there, 
and 1 staff member along with 
security guard. The property has not 
yet transferred ownership, and it has 
not been disclosed who the buyer is 
 

HIA’ s ad in the Arbutus 2018 
directory



 
 

 

 



 




